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Formatting
Spacing: double space everything  Margins: 1”  Font: Times New Roman  Size: 12 point
First page
“Running head: [shortened and capitalized version of title]”
Page header:
flush to left
Subsequent pages
“[shortened and capitalized version of title]”
Page numbers: starting on title page; flush to right.
Mandatory: title of paper, author’s name; institutional affiliation
Title page:
Optional:
professor’s name; course code; due date

In-Text Citation
Always cite the author(s) and date in in-text citations; however, within a paragraph, you do not need to
include the year in subsequent citations as long as you refer to the author in the sentence. Include page
numbers if you are directly quoting or if your professor requires them. Paraphrase more frequently!
Cite author’s last name and publication year. E.g. “Smith (1997) compared…”
1 author
Cite authors’ last names and publication year. Use “and” in text and “&” if in
2 authors
parentheses. E.g. “James and Ryerson (1999) demonstrated…” OR “…as
demonstrated (James & Ryerson, 1999).”
Cite all authors first time; subsequently, only include first author with “et al.” and the
3-5 authors
year. E.g. “Williams, Jones, Smith, Bradner, and Torrington (1983) found…” THEN
“Williams et al. (1983) also noticed…”
Cite first author followed by “et al.” and year each time.
5+ authors
If using a source cited in another source, name the original source in the text. Put the
Indirect
source you actually read in parentheses. E.g. “Johnson argued that… (as cited in
citations
Smith, 2003). Note: it is suggested to look up the original and draw your own
conclusions.

Reference Page
Center “References” and do not bold, italicize or use quotation marks. Order entries alphabetically.
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Webpage
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